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Preface
The Scouts of the World Award (“SWA”) is the
only youth award by the World Organisation of
Scout Movement (WOSM). It is open to Scout
and non-Scout members between 17 and 26
years of age in Singapore. It is an educational
programme that helps participants understand
and act on global issues, so that they may bring
about social change at local or international
level, in order to create a more open, just and
peaceful society.
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BACKGROUND

Following the adoption of the United Nations Millennium Declaration by all 191
member states in 2000, the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) were
established in order to address global challenges. Ranging from extreme poverty
and hunger, to gender equality and environmental sustainability, the MDGs aimed to
tackle world problems at the core.
In 2004, WOSM signed an agreement with the UN to contribute actively to the MDG
campaign. The Scouts of the World Award was thus launched to encourage Scouts
and non-Scouts to adopt world citizenship.
With the success seen in the MDGs, the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
were introduced in 2015 to better define the obstacles faced. As such, the Scouts of
the World Award will continue the good work of addressing the challenges of SDGs
in conjunction with other emerging world issues.

?

Want to learn more about the SDGs?
Check out https://scout.betterworld.sg/SDGs
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An introduction to the
Scouts Of The World Award
The programmme focuses on three fields for actions:
Development
Change, growth, or improvement over a period of time.

Health, education, respect for human rights, and the sustainable use
of natural resources are as important as economic growth when it
comes to development matters.

Peace
a situation in which there is no war between countries or
groups.

As world citizens, Scouts can build a culture of peace, to fight against
prejudices and racism, to mediate tense situations and resolve
conflict, to promote intercultural understanding, and to create
dialogue in their communities and abroad.

Environment
the natural world, including land, water, air, plants, and
animals especially considered as something that is affected
by human activity.
Effects of climate change such as rising temperatures, changes in
precipitation patterns, rising sea levels, and more frequent weatherrelated disasters are evident. In order to address climate change, it
requires unprecedented global cooperation across borders.

The Scouts of the World Award consists of two phases.
Scouts of the World Discovery (SW Discovery)
Scouts of the World Voluntary Service (SW Voluntary Service)
Participants have to complete both phases to attain the Scouts
of the World Award. They will then join the Scouts of the World
Award Network whereby they will be able to share their
experience with Scouts all over the world.
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AIMS
The Scouts of the World Award aims to
Encourage stronger involvement of youths in the development of society
by giving them the attitudes, skills, knowledge, and opportunities to face
today’s global challenges.

Recognise and promote Scouts of the World voluntary service project in
the areas of development, peace, and the environment. These take the
form of long-term development projects (with a long-term vision) run
individually or by a team.

Develop more educational opportunities for youths to become world
citizens. These initiatives will open up new areas of action and provide
genuine responsibility, through partnerships with other key players in
society. They will reinforce community service and international
cooperation.
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Scouts of the World Discovery
(SWD)
The SWD is the preparatory phase to SW Voluntary
Service in SW Award. This phase consists of three
components, namely:
Discover

Provides participants the opportunity to explore and discover issues
(pertaining to development, peace and/or environment) in their
community.

Respond

After understanding the challenges, participants can respond to what
they have discovered. They then research and see how it impacts
them and the community.

Take Action

During the workshop, participants will acquire relevant skills, like
project and team management, to help them in the next phase of
Scouts of the World Award.

?

Want to know when the next SWD is happening?
Check out https://scout.betterworld.sg/blog

Scouts of the World Voluntary
Service (SWV)
After completing a SWD, participants will plan for a
voluntary service to contribute to solving a problem
related to development, peace, or the environment.
The SWV is a local or overseas project that addresses challenges
faced in at least 1 of the 17 SDGs.
The commitment period of your SWV should last no less than 80
active service hours, approximately 2 weeks.
Participants who complete their SWV with an UNESCO World
Heritage Site will be eligible for the Patrimonito Scout Badge as well.
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Parallel Programmes with the
Scouts of the World Award

Venture Progress
Scheme
Pioneer Award (Personal Challenge)
Service and Community
Complete either one of the following:
Venture Scout Service Project (VSSP)
OR
Scouts of the World Award (SWA)

Rover Journey

CS201 Scouts of the World Discovery
Miles awarded = 4
CS301 Scouts of the World Voluntary
Service
Miles awarded = 8
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Parallel Programmes with the
Scouts of the World Award

National Youth
Achievement Award
NYAA Gold
Community Leadership Initiative (Creating
an Impact, Delivering Change)
This component challenges participants to take on
leadership roles in their own community service
projects. Participants are to identify a need in our
community and through the understanding of
cultural differences, find solutions to contribute
effectively to bring about a positive outcome.
Participants will have the opportunity to showcase
their leadership skills as they work in partnership
with people from various backgrounds to
undertake a community project that will not only
broaden their horizons but also trains them into
culturally sensitive, service-oriented and holistic
leaders. The newly remodelled section hopes to see
more youth-initiated activities that bring positive
and meaningful contributions to the community, be
it on the national or international level.
While completing SWV helps a member to
complete the above-mentioned component in
NYAA, the report formats for both awards may
differ. Members are encouraged to ensure that
their reports fulfil the requirements of the SWA
and NYAA (Gold) respectively.
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Parallel Programmes with the
Scouts of the World Award

Better World
Framework
Patrimonito Scout Badge
The Patrimonito Scout badge (World Scouting –
UNESCO World Heritage recognition programme)
challenges young people aged 15 to 26 years old,
Scouts and non-Scouts to complete their Scouts of
the World Award with a UNESCO World Heritage
Site. This programme aims to raise awareness and
mobilise young people to participate and help in
World Heritage preservation and promotion.
The Patrimonito Scout Badge is awarded in
conjunction with the SWA to youths who have
embarked on the SWV with a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. The requirement of the SWV will
follow that stated under the “Programme
Guidelines” section.
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Application and Submission
Scouts of the World Discovery (SWD)
Application
Completion and submission of workshop application form as per
instructions indicated in circular disseminated from The Singapore Scout
Association.
Successful applicants will be informed and provided with further details of
workshop.
Completion
Successful applicants must attend in full the 3 days 2 nights residential
workshop.

Scouts of the World Voluntary Service (SWV)
Application
New or pre-existing external projects
Submission of project proposal to betterworld@scout.sg
Email title: SWA Project Proposal – Title of Project (Name of applicant)
Name of applicant and unit
File size is to be in .pdf format and no more than 10MB
Project proposal will be reviewed and applicant will be advised
accordingly
Pre-existing association projects or Partner Programmes
(e.g. Project Orion series, SBG Ecological Monitoring Programme)
Completion and submission of project application form as per instructions
indicated in circular disseminated from The Singapore Scout Association.

Successful applicants will be informed and provided with further details of
project
Completion
Upon completion of the project, applications are to submit their report in
the nearest period.
Reports will be evaluated and applications will be updated subsequently
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Submission and Evaluation Period

Quarter

Submission

Evaluation

#1

1st to 31st March

1st to 31st April

#2

1st to 30th June

1st to 31st July

#3

1st to 30th September

1st to 31st October

#4

1st to 31st December

1st to 30th January

All submissions of Better World Flagship
Initiatives will be done on a quarterly
basis, and evaluation will follow the
month after.
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Useful Links

1

https://www.scout.org/patrimonito
WOSM website on the Patrimonito Scout Badge

2

https://www.scout.org/sites/default/files/library_files/patrimonito
%20Guidelines_February%202018_Final_WEB_0.pdf
Information pack on the Patrimonito Scout Badge

3

https://whc.unesco.org/en/patrimonito/
Introduction of the Patrimonito (UNESCO)
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Better World Framework

Creating a Better World
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The Scout Movement has a commitment towards “Creating a Better World”. This is
literally about community involvement through Scouting. Hence, society stands to
benefit from the Scout Movement by empowering young people to become responsible
and committed citizens. Scouting identifies opportunities, both within the Scout
Movement and externally, for young people and adult volunteers to be active in society.
The World Organization of the Scout Movement (WOSM) was looking for possible tools
that could enhance the possibilities for young people to contribute to the positive
development of their communities, including opportunities for volunteering, internships,
community service, and partnership projects with other NGOs. This resulted in the birth
of the Better World Flagship Initiatives: the Scouts of the World Award, the World Scout
Environment Programme, the Messengers of Peace Initiative, the Scouts Go Solar
Programme, the Patrimonito badge, the Dialogue for Peace Programme

The Better World Flagship Initiatives, which forms the Better World Framework, aim to
motivate the active citizen mind-set within all young people, Scouts or non-Scouts, and
inspire them to take action – to create a better world with a Global Network of Service.
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The Better World Flagship Initiatives and
the sections that they are applicable to

To demonstrate how the Better World Flagship Initiatives are benefiting from each
other, you could do one single project that jointly recognises one or more of the
initiatives.
For example: an environmental project that has a sustained engagement of at least
80 hours would satisfy the criteria of the Scouts of the World Award Voluntary
Service component, the Environment Project component of World Scout
Environment Programme and also recognised as a Messengers of Peace project.
Furthermore, the Better World Framework has been synchronised with the sectional
progress and proficiency badge schemes. The completion of certain sectional
progress schemes or proficiency badges will allow you to complete components of
the World Scout Programmes.
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For More Information

betterworld@scout.sg

scout.betterworld.sg

facebook.com/betterworldsg

instagram.com/betterworldsg
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NOTES
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scout.betterworld.sg
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